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toy guide
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Technology is making inroads 
into the children’s toy market, but 
real games and toys are still the 
best for early stimulation, brain 
development and fun. Parenting 
expert and toy judge Nikki Bush 
shares her top picks for newborns 
to four-year-olds to help make 
shopping this festive season a breeze.
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Early stimulation in the first year of life is all 

about gently appealing to your baby’s sense 

of touch, sight, smell, taste and hearing. 

Encouraging him to reach for things, to bat 

or kick them, to roll over and push himself up 

is the order of the day. Good toys encourage 

your child to explore his world with his body, 

little by little, without sensory overload.

Play-O-Lot Activity 
Gym (Oball)
R800, available at Baby City

This colourful combination of a lion marquee-themed 

baby mat and a prop pillow for tummy time comes 

with four superb Oball toys dangling from the arches, 

which make fabulous stand-alone toys too. These 

include the original Oball itself, the Clickity Twist, three 

Linky Loops teethers and a baby-safe mirror. It also 

features lights and eight melodies that are baby-motion 

activated, or can play continuously for 20 minutes.

Roller Blocks 
(Fisher Price) 

R150, Toys R Us and 

other large retailers

This is a set of stacking blocks 

with a difference. Roller Blocks 

contain a fun surprise of 

illustrated rollerballs that spin 

around and fascinate babies. 

They are easy to stack and, 

when rolled along the floor, 

the pictures spin and change 

from animals, vehicles and 

shapes to colours and friendly 

faces. Stacking encourages 

fine-motor skills, hand-eye 

coordination and problem-

solving skills. Remember that 

babies don’t actually build at 

this stage – you build and they 

will knock your tower down!

Shape Sorting 
Drum (Melissa 
& Doug) 
R275, independent toy stores

There are shape sorters and then 

there is the wooden Shape Sorting 

Drum. When your baby has 

tummy time, roll the shape-

filled drum in front 

of him to catch his 

attention. Once 

your baby is sitting, 

you can play ‘put it 

in’ and ‘take it out’ games 

with the shapes. This is a perfect 

investment toy that will be useful 

for years as your child learns 

how to put the correct shapes 

through the correct openings.

Spin & Giggle Puppy 
(Bright Starts)
R300, Toyzone and other large retailers

A sitting baby will be fascinated by this action-reaction toy. Put the three 

coloured balls on the puppy’s tummy and press the buttons on his 

paws to make him wobble and spin, teaching cause and effect. The 

balls will be thrown out of the spinning bowl onto the floor, encouraging 

your baby to move and fetch the balls and then put them back in for 

another go. This toy teaches shapes, colours, numbers and letters. 

0 – 1 YEAR OLDT he baby years:
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Giggly Gears Spin ’n 
Stroll (Little Tikes)

R499, Toy Zone and other large retailers

This versatile walker will keep your child fascinated and on the move. 

It’s a sturdy push-along that will help develop gross-motor skills and 

confidence in walking. Collapse it to make a musical play table where 

your toddler will use his little hands to spin the gears. Action-reaction 

toys are great for encouraging your tot to think about how things work. 

The gears can also be stacked on top of each other. What’s not to like?

Your baby is now mobile – crawling, standing and 

walking – and continually seeing the world from 

a new vantage point. Everything he does is a new 

adventure. Encourage him to move and explore 

his physical environment rather than handing him 

an electronic screen or device to keep him quiet 

and occupied. Talk to your tot while you’re playing 

together as this helps build word power. 

Rattle & Roll Cars (Oball)
R70, Pick n Pay and other large retailers

These easy-to-grab cars feature the famous Oball, which 

babies and toddlers find intriguing because they can grasp 

it through the holes. It rolls, it rattles and it goes. The Oball 

is soft and flexible, creating an interesting sensory touch 

experience. When children push cars around, they often do 

it from side to side on the floor in front of them, crossing 

the midline of their bodies – an important movement that 

integrates both left and right sides of the brain.

Discover & Play Piano 
(Baby Einstein)
R250.00, Baby City and 

other large retailers

This is a durable fabric-covered piano 

with dancing lights. It has a completely 

different feel to a plastic piano and plays 

gorgeous, easy-on-the-ear classical and 

instrumental music. Switch to number 

mode and your child will learn numbers 

one to five. In animal sound mode, 

you can choose a dog, duck or cat. It 

features 20 classical melodies and fun 

sounds, and the instrument buttons light 

up and flash while the melodies play. 

This is a perfect toy for the car as it will 

sit comfortably in your child’s lap.

Topanifarm (Djeco)
R320, independent toy stores

This toy consists of six beautifully 

designed, compressed board 

stacking blocks with matching soft 

vinyl animals. Stacking and nesting 

activities help children understand the 

concepts of size and spatial planning. 

Build a tower, count the numbers and 

put the animals in their homes. This 

is a great toy for fantasy play too. 

1 – 2 YEARS OLD

T he toddler years: 
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Some children are the confident dare-devils, 

while others find fine-motor activities more 

intriguing. Your tot is becoming more aware of 

other children and, as he nears the three-year 

mark, he will start to play with other children 

instead of just next to them. Give your child 

as many opportunities to get dirty as possible 

by playing with sand, mud or playdough.

2 – 3 YEARS OLD

Mask books 
(iKids)
R125, sugardots.co.za 

for a list of stockists

These unusual books enable the 

storyteller to tell the story while 

holding the book up as a mask. 

Children love peek-a-boo and 

pretend, and will find this reading 

activity entertaining. There are three 

titles available: Zoo Faces, Good 

Night Faces and Farm Faces.

Submarine Spray 
Station (Yookidoo,) 

R400, Baby City and other large retailers

Bath time is a relaxing sensory experience that 

can be filled with fun learning opportunities. The 

Submarine Spray Station is designed for washing 

and playing – promoting good hygiene habits 

while developing fine- and gross-motor skills. The 

submarine is a battery-operated water circulation 

pumping system that young children will find 

fascinating. The shower head has a water-spray 

trigger designed specifically for small hands, 

so getting clean has never been such fun.

Animal two-piece puzzle sets 
(Crocodile Creek)  
R150, Polly Potter’s Toy Stores

These exquisitely packaged puzzle sets come in two themes: Where 

Animals Live and Baby Animals, each consisting of 12 two-piece 

puzzles. When starting off, avoid giving your little one all the pieces 

at once as it may be overwhelming for him. Isolate just three or four 

puzzles at a time and talk your child through the matching games 

by helping the baby animals find their mommies and the animals 

to find their homes. As your child masters the puzzles, add more 

pieces and eventually mix them up to increase the level of difficulty. 

Lock & Roll Rescue Garage 
(Melissa & Doug) 

R330, Hamleys and independent stores

This sturdy wooden garage set comes with three rescue vehicles that match 

the colours of the roller garage doors. The keys require fine-motor control and 

problem-solving skills to match the correct key to each lock and open the garage 

doors. Press the lever to eject the rescue vehicles from their garages. Hours 

of play and learning potential make this toy wonderful value for money.
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School readiness skills are being developed 

in earnest at this stage. Colour, shapes and 

quantities become an important feature in many 

preschool activities and should be reinforced at 

home with some good perceptual games that 

are always far more enjoyable when played 

with a parent. Children start colouring, drawing, 

threading and building with a purpose now.

Squigz Deluxe (Fat Brain Toys) 
R595, toys4scamps.co.za 

A revolutionary 50-piece suction construction toy that will fascinate and educate. 

Squigz connect to each other as well as any solid, non-porous surface, such as a car 

window or a fridge door. They flex, they stick and they will suck your child (and you, no 

doubt!) into getting creative with them. This free-play activity encourages imagination, 

hand-eye coordination and fine-motor control. 

When pulled apart, they create a satisfying 

popping noise that will delight while 

stimulating the important proprioceptive 

sense (reaction to 

stimuli) in the 

muscles and 

joints of the 

hands and 

fingers.

Take 10 Colour 
Bug Catcher 
(Learning 
Resources)
R230,  

iplayilearn.co.za 

Take 10 minutes and 

turn it into quality time with 

this colourful number- and 

colour-matching game that 

comes with fabulous tweezers 

called ‘bug grabbers’ that are 

great for stimulating the muscles in 

the hands to prepare for reading and writing. 

With two sets of bug grabbers, two players 

can race each other to collect a full set of 10 

bugs by using the colour and number dice. 

There are a variety of different games that can 

be played, all in under 10 minutes. This is a 

wonderful portable bucket of fun that can be 

played wherever you may find yourself with your 

child. Create meaningful playtime on the run.

Navy Loto (Djeco) 
R310, independent toy stores

All children love magnetic fishing. Navy 

Loto consists of 24 colourful wooden 

fish with a number on the back, a fishing 

rod and six task cards that can either 

be used for colour matching or number 

matching. Between three and four years 

of age, children will be able to match 

colours and in grade R, they will begin 

to recognise the numbers. Play with 

number and colour side up for intentional 

matching games or number and colour 

side down for an element of 

surprise. Use the fish colour 

side up, without the fishing 

rod, to help your child make colour 

groups and teach him how to recognise 

similarities and differences, which is 

important for developing reading skills.
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Minimi (Djeco) 
R199, independent toy stores 

Help the butterflies fly from one garden to the other using 

two different dice. The butterfly die indicates the combination 

of butterflies that all players must put in their garden. The 

first player to achieve the combination is the winner. During 

each player’s turn, they throw the colour die, which indicates 

what colour butterfly they must add to their garden. Players 

miss turns if they don’t throw the right colour and get to take 

butterflies from other player’s gardens if a cat appears. l&l

3 – 4 YEARS OLD

T he preschool years: 

Creative parenting 
expert, speaker and 

author, Nikki Bush 
is highly regarded 

for her independent, 
trusted opinion on 

toys, games and 
parenting issues. 

For more information 
or to book tickets 

to her Toy Talk 2015 
events, email  

info@nikkibush.com.


